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there was a time when actresses had no idea how to open the street for themselves.
however, it's a different story right now. from tanvi azmi to manisha koirala, not only do
these actresses have that special x-factor, but they also let you know that the world has
just gotten a little bit more open for them. here's wishing them a happy birthday! as a

doctor or a girl, you have to keep an eye on your life and its surroundings. so, this is the
reason why your entire day is very important. you must add multiple tasks to your daily

schedule. your day is divided into three parts; morning, day and evening. if you take care
of one after another, you won't be going against yourself. i got a good look at your house

from the street and i want to take pictures of your house. please come outside. do you
need to ask permission for that? excuse me. i'll take pictures of your house. do you have
any problem with that? please take care of that. i can't. that's why i'm asking you to take
care of that. please take care of that. i will make sure that you're not in trouble. i got a

good look at your house from the street and i want to take pictures of your house. please
come outside. do you need to ask permission for that? excuse me. i'll take pictures of your
house. do you have any problem with that? please take care of that. i can't. that's why i'm

asking you to take care of that. for ashrita vemuganti, a bharatanatyam and kuchipudi
exponent, who donned the role of anushka shettys sister-in-law in s.s. rajamoulis

baahubali 2 the conclusion, being a part of the magnum opus was a dream come true. the
27-year-old city girl recalls that the way in which she got selected for the role was quite

filmy too!
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casting anushka shetty's next, nani
stands as an apt name for the film's
tamil namesake. the film’s official

second trailer starring anushka was
unveiled earlier this week, and its
fans are ecstatic about its glimpse
into its steampunk sci-fi themes. in
it, anushka plays a character called
nani, who sits between her mother

and a scientist named dr. john
(madhavan). the first look of the

film, which is loosely based on jules
verne's classic novel "twenty

thousand leagues under the sea,"
has definitely got our attention.

nani, which opened with a bang at
the box office, will be the second

starrer of anushka shetty after her
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sci-fi thriller krrish 3 (2013). having
reportedly made a nice profit, nani is

now on to its second innings. nani
reportedly has a huge budget of rs.

55 crore to make, which might make
it the film's most expensive.

featuring a stellar cast, nani stands
to be the film's commercial winner
with suresh krissna's direction. the

trailer released for the film has
made us truly curious for more, and
had us constantly waiting for nani's
release. having a budget of rs. 60
crore, it has been named as one of
the most awaited bollywood movies
in 2013. the film also features a star
cast consisting of madhavan, vidya
balan, and karisma kapoor. in the

two parts, viewers will see how nani
makes a way through various
events. the film has also been

applauded for its romance between
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anushka shetty and madhavan. film
critic t.v. mohandas wrote, "what

makes the film a special watch is the
chemistry between the two leads.
madhavan looks deep in thought
even as he is playing a slightly

immoral character. in the long run,
the film makes us enjoy their

romance and thinking. 5ec8ef588b
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